
 

 

 

Subversion was not there a minute ago. Then I went through a couple of menus and eventually it 

showed up. Why is it there sometimes and sometimes not? 

 

 

 

 

Trying to commit a first file. There is nothing on SVN yet, so why would there be no change? 

 



 

 

 

 

Moving on to VCS > Import into Version control > Import into CVS (shouldn´t it be VCS? Why CVS?) 

Anyway, I believe I should get my files onto the server somehow. So here at least are forms to enter 

my server data. But: I cannot enter anything! When clicking on any of the form fields, nothing 

happens. 

NOW – I tried the same again, closing the form, back to the root menu, back to the form – now I can 

actually enter something. I still don´t know what I´m supposed to enter – will just try whatever I have 

… 

Question 1: What method? F1 to the rescue … 



 

 

 

Well, I´ve got some SSH data from the hoster, try that. 

I also have a couple of passwords. Shouldn´t I enter one of those somewhere? No field. 

Yeah, when testing the connection a popup asks for it. Not handy, but ok, trying. 

Trying a couple of times, but the popup keeps popping up. No error message, not even „unknown 

error“. I don´t know whats wrong. Different username/password? 

No. Different server? 

A few more attempts, eventually there is at least an error message, not a helpful one, but somwhat 

better than nothing: 



 

 

The port number keeps getting moved into the repository field. Why? 

I´m giving up on this and go get my laptop where I was luckier at this point. 

Ah, I see, it´s not CVS after all, but there is also an item „Import into Subversion“! 

Clicking on „+“ asking for an http://. I only have https:// but that shouldn´t matter. So using one of 

my earlier laptop attempts. Result: 

 



 

 

 

Loading. Looking good. But after a few minutes it gets boring. Nothing else happens. 

Trying a different URL. With that different URL „Loading“ only shows up briefly and disappears again. 

Nothing else, no success or error message. The other buttons in the dialog do nothing.  

All right, I need to select this single entry first, before the buttons become active. But still, they don´t 

do anything. Daring to press the Help button again: „Show/Hide Details: Click this button to display 

the details for each node below the repository location (changelist number, user name, date and 

time of the last change).“ – No, the details are not displayed. 

The Import button is now active, too, so I try that. Import Directory pops up, there´s hope … 

But then, uploading everything would take too long for a first test. There´s a dropdown „depth“ in 

the Import dialog, that could help. Only I don´t know what the optione mean. F1: Again „There is no 

help for this dialog“. I try „files“ – hoping that this means „no directories“, only files in root. 

Alright, something happened. I don´t know what, but there was a window that popped up briefly and 

it looked like something has been uploaded. How can I find out what happened? A log somewhere? 

I see a small message at the very bottom of the PhpStorm window: „Committed revision 1“. And 

above that there´s a message in red: „Error updating changes: Unknown error“  

I wonder what programmers are thinking when they implement an error check and assign „unknown 

error“ as output. 



Sorry, I clicked somewhere and something happened before I could take a screenshot … 

But now there´s this: 

 

 

 

Cool, a fix it link. I love that, usually I get that from Microsoft – always fixes EVERYTHING. 

Anyway, give it a try. Wow. Nothing. I press it about 10 times, much fun. No result. 

There´s another message in the right window, though. Whatever that means: 

 

 

There is no folder \www in my blankbootstrap folder. 

I correct myself: There WAS no folder \www in my blankbootstrap folder before I started, now there 

is. Where did that come from? 

And several more folders magically appeared here. Just great. A few thousand files copied here from 

somewhere. Why? How? 

I delete those extra folders. The error message does not change. The Fix it link still does nothing. 

Trying the Import to Subversion again: Wow, now there are files showing up below the URL! The 

ones that I actually planned to upload! And the details button does someting, too. 

Same choices as before, selecting same import directory, depth set to „files“ again, pressing ok again, 

different result: 



  

 

From my previous attempts I remember „sharing“. Not sure about that, since I don´t really want to 

share anything. Anyway, when in doubt, press the magic right mouse button. Right click on project 

root, Subversion, „Share directory …“ greyed out. No magic this time. 

Trying to right click commit a file: „No changes detected“ 

Other file that´s not yet uploaded: „No changes detected“ 

Changing an uploaded file, then try to commit: „No changes detected“ 

 

But I now detected a „Repository“ tab! 

„Press refresh“: Nothing. 

Wild clicking of various buttons. Now this comes up: 



 

 

So how do I make him find my versioned directories? Or don´t I have any? 

 

I´m lost. Going to have dinner now, maybe try some more later. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


